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Meyer Burger unveils new solar tiles
Meyer Burger plans to start selling a new building-integrated PV product from 2022. It
says the solar tiles have a high energy yield, with simplified installation and the ability to
also provide heating. German engineering company paXos designed the tiles.
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From pv magazine Germany

Switzerland-based solar module maker Meyer Burger has unveiled new solar tiles for a
building-integrated PV (BIPV) project at the Intersolar event, which is being held this week in
Munich, Germany. The new product was designed by German engineering company paXos
Consulting & Engineering GmbH & Co. KG, which sold the related patents to Meyer Burger.

The tiles measure 44 cm x 33 cm x 3 cm and weigh in at 2.5 kg. This makes them lighter than
normal roof tiles, says paXos Managing Director Peter Hakenberg. He claims this is an
important advantage, particularly in relation to snow loads.

The black PV tiles heat up considerably in summer, which is why there is a continuous
ventilation duct from the lower to the upper bricks, producing a chimney e�ect. At the top of
the ridge, the hot air can be discharged or used for heating. In the winter, when the
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temperature di�erences are not so great, a fan can speci�cally suck in the heated air and direct
it to a heat exchanger or heat pump.
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Hakenberg says the paXos prototype has been assessed in wind tunnels and other practical
tests. He said the company hopes for a noticeable reduction in costs, compared to
conventional rooftop systems.

Frank Hoetzsch, head of service at Meyer Burger, announced that production of the tiles will
begin in the second half of 2022. He noted that the company is conducting tests with the
Cologne University of Applied Sciences to determine the exact thermal performance of the
new product.
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CORNELIA LICHNER

Cornelia Lichner has been writing for pv magazine since 2008 and regularly reports on a wide range of topics with a focus on
innovative concepts for the coupling of solar power with other sectors. She also organizes webinars and publishes podcasts.
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Poweron presents new hybrid inverters for residential solar
applications
30 NOVEMBER 2022

India’s Poweron has developed wall-mount hybrid solar inverters with nominal power ratings of
3.68 kW, 4.6 kW, and 5 kW. They are compatible with lea…
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